The literal Restaurant
A comedy Sketch
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Characters
Man (M)
Woman (F)
Waiter (M/F)
Chef (M/F)
Starter (M/F)

-

Male diner
Female diner
Restaurant Waiter
Restaurant Chef
A race official

Scene 1 - Restaurant
(Lights up. SFX. Ambient restaurant noise. A Waiter stands at a lectern
awaiting diners. On one of the tables is a man’s head (either fake or someone
with their body concealed by the tablecloth over the table). The room has several
dining tables and looks posh. A man and woman enter.)
Waiter:

Ah, good evening sir. Do you have a reservation?

Man:

Yes, I never trust a man with a beard.

Waiter:

Excellent sir, if you'd like to walk this way.
(The waiter walks them to a table with a spring in his step. The man and woman
walk in a similar manner. The man and woman sit at the table and pick up some
menus. They begin to read.)

Waiter:

Wine?

Man:

Yes please
(The waiter clicks his fingers. A chef enters and approaches the table.)
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Chef:

(Whining) They didn't order enough eggs, the kitchen is too hot and the air
conditioning is broken, I don't get paid nearly enough for the hours I work and I've
got a sore leg; I bashed the oven door into my shin.
(The chef exits. The man and woman nod to each other to suggest they enjoyed
the 'whine')

Waiter:

Can I get you a starter?

Man:

Ooh, yes please.
(The waiter clicks his fingers. A man dressed in a ‘race official’ outfit carrying a
starter pistol enters and approaches the table)

Starter:

On your marks, get set, go! (fires the pistol)
(The starter exits. The man and woman nod at each other with enjoyment)

Waiter:

Main?

Woman:

I'd love one!
(The waiter clicks his fingers and the Chef enters carrying two 'mullet' wigs. He
gives one each to the man and woman who put them on and stroke the back of
them to indicate how much they're enjoying their 'manes'. The Chef exits.)

Waiter:

Desert?

Woman:

(To man) Yeah?

Man:

(To Waiter) Yeah.
(The waiter exits for 1 minute during which the couple wait, then nod to show
their satisfaction with the waiters desertion. The Waiter enters.)

Waiter:

Coffee?

Woman:

Yes please.
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(The waiter coughs several times)
Man:

Ooh, you're very coughy aren't you?

Waiter:

High Tea?

Woman:

Yes please.
(The letter T descends from the ceiling. They all look up at it for a moment until
it disappears upwards once more, out of view.)

Man:

That was lovely. I really enjoyed it.

Woman:

Yes, I agree, really nice.
(The man and woman stand up.)

Man:

Excuse me, but I couldn't help notice all the way through our visit, that man over
there has no body. (Indicating the head on the table)

Waiter:

Yes, he's the head waiter Sir. Would you like me to call you a taxi?

Man:

Yes please.

Waiter:

You're a taxi

Man:

Thank you
(The man and woman go to exit)

Waiter:

Aren't you going to give me a tip?

Woman:

Yes, don't put deep heat next to the haemorrhoid cream in the bathroom cabinet.
(The man and woman exit. The waiter looks sad. Lights off.)
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